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WHY EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

IS OF LIMITED USE TO


THE'COMMUNITY
 

It should come as no surprise to -anyone -familiar w^th the subject-, that

the history of research in edudation is replete with dismal 'instances _ of ir

relevance and confusion. A casual study of a,Journal series over^ an extended

period of time frequently reveals that much (some would^ say "most") of the

research that is done is i-llrconceived, methodologically unsound, and of lit

tle consequence'for the urgent business of improving the educative process.

Especially appalling is the extent to which some investigations are inten-


< tionally esoteric and far removed from the-mundane reality-of educating real

people for the pursuit of a quasi-adequate existence in the real world.


, It is f'he thesis of this paper that educational research is in drastic

^iee4 'o'f a new and different perspective. At least a portion of this nee'd may

ote attrirtHJtea' to the : fact that the research endeavor, except in rare instan^

ces^has become so damnably expensive.-The cost of doing a first-class exper-

injetxtal study *is at times far in extess of any disbejnable benefits which

might result from the conclusions. Still another influential factor is the

recent .demand for accountability in all facets of education receiving public

support.A shoc/king: revelation was recently offered by Boffey (1975) to the

effect that approximately 50 percent of scientific Aata is unusable because

it is either wrong or so meagerly supported that readers can't judge its

reliability. While t;he ar-ticle was primarily concerned with research in the

natural sciences,"it is probable that the" phenomenon is accentuated/in edu

cation due to tTie greater constraints placed on adequate controls./


Additionally, a sense'of optimism prompts' those whovdo not engage in

educational research to hope that what researchers do will ultimately shed

some light 6n the treacherou's footpath to improved teaching^and learning. \

Needless to say, the very nature of the problems selected for study at times

,reve.ais thaC this Concern is not generally shared by those persons actively

/engaged in the research enterprise. It has become" almost axiomatic in educa-


.' tion that the tJp-called "better" journals will not even consider publishing

a research report unless it is so far removed from ordinary educational mas

ters as to be. totally unfathomable to in-service workers in the field. In

deed, such ordinary people as classroom teachers and principals are supposed

to accept as an article of faith the notion that mysterious titles which ap-

'pear in such journals might help them solve some real problems if they could '


; 	 only be translated into a comprenensible form of communication. ]Jn fact, those

" 	 of us who work in higher education are held in awe by many o.f our/'colleagues

who work.at other level's because of our seemingly divine abilitsi ±Q-mak<y lour-

,nal articles intelligible, meaningful, a%wi relevant. > ' '


The tragedy in all this i's- that- it really isn't necessary. There is no

defensible reason why educational research cannot be. done at a level commen

surate with productive theory cohstruction and at the same time be communi--

cated to consumers in .a manner wfyich avails itself of understanding and appli

cation.


"'-An argument* is sometimes advanced to the effect that research scholars

should pursue knowledge for its own sake and should concern themselves prim

arily with the communication of their findings to other research scholars in

a' discipline. While this, view-pertains mostly to basic research it is none

theless a fact that much of what/gets published bears only a remote relation

ship to educational problems in the community. In order to get before the
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public with his results, the educational researcher must first convince a

journal editor and a review panel of referees that what he has done is suf

ficiently complex and obscure so as to be incomprehensible to the overwhel

ming mass of professional workers in the comnrmity.


This situation is_further confounded by the fact that the majority of

persons working in education at a given time are not trained to deal with

the abstract elegance of many research"'repor ts. Graduate students, especially

at the Master's level, are typically not' exposed to ejnough instruction in

statistics and/or research methodology to copS- with the kind of stuff that

finds its way into the journals. The expectation that one course in statistic§

and another'in research methods canx be supplemented by the busywork activity of

abstracting articles to make one a competent research consumer is totally un-'_

"realistic. Consider also that in most instances at the undergraduate level,

there may be even less formal e-xposure. -This means that the person with only

a bachelor'^ degree is not likely to seek periodical literature as a source

of information or inspiration. v


^t is a truism that the ideas and motivations prompting the appearance of

much of wh'at gets published should have been suppressed before the author be

gan the investigation. It is also true that the^absence of a theory of edu

cation or instruction causes educational reseSarchers to be eternally reinven

ting the wheel. One is amazed by the plethora of replications and duplications,

if yyu will, which are undertaken in apparent ignorance o.f work-which has al

ready been done in a particular research area. Needless to say, this energy

could be more constructively channeled- interactivities designed to focus what

is already known onto the solution of some of'our problems.


Educational research is also in need of some strategy designed to coordin-

at£ the efforts of researchers who are widely dispersed both geographically

and theoretically. This strategy might very well emanate fr^om the American Ed

ucational Research Association or from some agency of the Federal government

such as N.I.E.. While diversity of points of view may be essential to the

cro^o-fertilisation of productive research pursuits, this does not have to

mean that waste and duplication of effort.are inherent by-products of this

condition. A'more expansive view suggests that educational researchers should \

be about the business of assessing th« impact of their labors on the develop

ment of national policies 'and goaLs. *


The Federal government assumes in its albeit -inadequate support of edu

cational research that it is mission-oriented. This means quite simply that

practical consequences are anticipated that will contribute to meeting real

individual, social, pplitical, and technological ends. If such*«upport -is^to"

continue, and hopefully, be increased, it is imperative that, we'/egin a soul-

searching examination of trie educational system in the context of emerging

local, regional, and national requirements. Educational researchers must seek

to Texert a more profound influence on public policies.Unless we can more

effectively enjoin such vital issues as equality of educational opportunity,

jjrban education, teacher militancy, educational' releVancej and school con-/

trbl, we run the risk^of becoming completely impotent.


Anothe" ' view, suggested by Krathwohl (-19^4), is that the impact of edu

cational research is severely limited 6*y the size pf the research and devel

opment effort'in proportion to the si"ze of the field it is intended to af

fect. Krathwohl asserts that with less tfian 1% of educational funds spent

in research and development, the disseminating of those things which have al

ready baen developed is also severely impeded. Dissemination is perceiyen to
 



  

be a critical aspect of the overall process which has been almost totally

short circuited. Still another d-ifficulty is that some developments and in

novations' which do occur often give yie impression of having been conceived 

without any apparent connection -with the educational research establishment. 

This is exemplified in the influence of cognitive research on school science 

programs, the elaboration of Skinner's work with teaching machines and pro

grammed learning, and the advent of competency ba-sed education programs * 

Krathwohl (1974).   

The situation' is furtfier complicated because research consumers are fre

quently ignorant of what the researcher is doing and are distrustful of his 

efforts. Brophy (1974) stresses again the point that this is largely due to 

the triviality of our research,hypotheses and the' irrelevance of much of<-what 

we do. In his view we are simply not studying problems that are related to the 

heeds of the classroom teacher. The frustration and cynicism experienced by 

consumers will probably not be lessened until we begin to try to get informa

tion somebody wants,show.its application to existing problems and/or program

development, and then publicize and disseminate the overall process.


Even it' educational and instructional objectives were stated concisely

and explicitly and schools were achieving the objectives with a high degree

of proficiency, it is conceivable that such an accomplishment might be irrel

evant for' the society as it <exists. A highly efficient educational system a-

chieving inappropriate objectives would represent real problems for any so

ciety.Discrepancies of this kind can only be discovered by a comparison of 


f the performance of .the system with an understanding .of "£he economy, technol

ogy, politics, and values of the society as a whole'. Thus it becomes impor

tant that educational researchers produce the kinds-of investigations which 

will permit policymakers to evaluate the present relevance.of the educational 

system to immediate and long-range needs and requirements. r
 

It has also been suggested (Pell, 1975) that-public support for educa-

tional research miglft be increased by.establishing a- strong lobby. At pre

sent there is a very'real question in the minds of legislators as to whether 

educational research is really necessary. This is somewhat attributable to 

the incoherent, willy-nilly manner in which the outcomes of research and de

velopment are often presented. Educational researchers are apparently no'more 

immune to "fadism" and parochial advocacy .of pet conclusions than other seg

ments of society. '. 0
' 


Travers notes in the Second Handbook .of Research on Teaching (1973) that 

the work is heavily loaded with emphasis on what is wrong with educational 

research and that the authors of the Second Handbook had greater difficulty in 

finding significant research to report than did the authors of the- Original

Handbook (1963).
 

Shulman (1970)'has^pointed to the differences between -the .human learning

jt t 
 -laboratory and^the typical classroom. He also asserted that 'researchers .have,


been too hasty to generalize findings even from the animal learning labora

tory to classroom behavior. Referring to the existing gap between such stitr 


r*^~~ dies and needed educational applications he then proposed an intermediate le-

' vel of investigation to bridge the gap and create the basis for educational
 

theory. Researchers should attempt to study behavior under the conditions that 

such behavior is expected to occur. To deal with the discontinuity between 

the settings of research and of educational application, Shulman (1970) pro

posed that a common language or set of terms for characterizing both experi

mental and educational settings is needed. It is strongly recommended that 

educational researchers begin to study environments on the basis of what
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Shulman cal(ls their "distinctive features". The marginal impact of past re

search and development has been attributed to the fact that because of low-

scale funding, researchers have in the past teen able to manipulate a 

relatively, small number of variables, but seldom could attack whole problem

situations.
 

Critical of research strategy in Psychology, Tukey (1969) observed that 

it continues to operate as if the individual Ph.D. thesis served as the pro

totype for scholarly eftorts in the field. He recommended an increase in co

operative efforts in psychological research. The same thing might also be said 

of educational research. We must reorganize the structure of the research en

terprise, abandoning the model' of the individual entrepreneur and replacing

it with the coordinated institutionally-supported research team (Shulman,

1970). - , '     ^ .
 

Recent clamor for accountability in education has created a*need for 

educational researchers to assess 
the impact of what they do on the schools 

and the larger society. Most research, however, goes on without-considering

impact and ignoring evidence of no impact. Insufficient or inconclusive edu

cational,, research does not much explain low impact. Although most research 

is both inadequate and ignored, a.n unsatisfactory piece of research may be

come influential^ (Clif ford> 1973.) . Application of v or deference to research 

ofefen depends less upon its quality or completeness than upon such social 

and ideological factors operating to form the Zeitgeist of education and 

society at a given time (Clifford, 1973). In addition, more barriers tote-
  
aear'ch implementation are owed to inadequate", incomplete professionalism

than-to the existence of a-status secure "educational establishment". As 

tar as progress is concerned, a very conservative public is often less re-

kpqnsive than either teachers or s.chool administrators (Clifford, 1973). '
 

In summary, it would appear that educational research may have to set- ' 

tie for the role of information purveyor rather than that of a catalyst for 

change. This is probabLy the case because education is so much intertwined 

with the political processes which permeate our national, life.
 

A change in perspective is overdue which would have the effect of sel

ling research in terms of the results expected of it, rather than in terms 

of the means of performing it. The solution of high priority problems has 

become a matter of national survival and educational research would be re

miss If it did not seek to invoke a higher profile for influencing these de

velopments than it has presented in the past.
'
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